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a b s t r a c t
Brownian Dynamics (BD), also known as Langevin Dynamics, and Dissipative Particle
Dynamics (DPD) are implicit solvent methods commonly used in models of soft matter
and biomolecular systems. The interaction of the numerous solvent particles with larger
particles is coarse-grained as a Langevin thermostat is applied to individual particles or
to particle pairs. The Langevin thermostat requires a pseudo-random number generator
(PRNG) to generate the stochastic force applied to each particle or pair of neighboring particles during each time step in the integration of Newton’s equations of motion. In a SingleInstruction-Multiple-Thread (SIMT) GPU parallel computing environment, small batches of
random numbers must be generated over thousands of threads and millions of kernel calls.
In this communication we introduce a one-PRNG-per-kernel-call-per-thread scheme, in
which a micro-stream of pseudorandom numbers is generated in each thread and kernel
call. These high quality, statistically robust micro-streams require no global memory for
state storage, are more computationally efﬁcient than other PRNG schemes in memorybound kernels, and uniquely enable the DPD simulation method without requiring communication between threads.
Ó 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In recent years GPUs have become affordable, easily programmable, general-purpose massively parallel processors. Originally designed for rendering graphics, the massively parallel architecture of GPUs makes them well suited for many scientiﬁc computing problems. Algorithms that exploit ﬁne-grained parallelism have been accelerated by orders of magnitude
including ﬁnancial models [1], computational ﬂuids dynamics [2], linear algebra performed by the GPU accelerated BLAS,
LAPACK, and sparse matrix libraries [3,4], and Fast Fourier Transforms [3,4].
GPUs are Single-Instruction-Multiple-Thread (SIMT) parallel devices. In a GPU environment, algorithms with ﬁnegrained parallelism distribute calculations over thousands of simultaneous threads, each sharing instructions but operating
on different data. A kernel is a launch of a large group of these threads scheduled in blocks across a number of multiprocessors on the GPU device. Each thread has access to a fraction of the resources of its multiprocessor, can share a small
amount of memory with other threads in the same block, but cannot communicate directly with other running threads.
GPUs have a hierarchy of memory structures, from global memory, which is large, accessible by all threads and has a high
bandwidth but a long latency, to shared memory, which is relatively small and low latency, but shared only by the threads
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in the same block. Recent GPU models have a L1/L2 cache hierarchy which improves the performance of spatially and temporally local accesses among threads. While the speciﬁcs of the GPU design change from one model to the next, the hierarchy of memory resources and the limited ability to communicate are likely to be common to most future SIMT
architectures.
GPU-accelerated implementations of molecular dynamics (MD) have proven to be very fast compared to running a simulation on a single CPU core, achieving two orders of magnitude speed-ups [5] (http://codeblue.umich.edu/hoomd-blue/index.html). There is a great interest in expanding the algorithms and methods that can be accelerated by GPUs. However,
reformulating methods developed for a serial environment, or even a parallel computing environment where work is distributed over many CPU cores, to a massively parallel SIMT environment is not always straightfoward. If a method cannot be
effectively implemented in a multi-threaded environment, because of either communication requirements or a stubbornly
serial step, the GPU speedup can be lost.
Two extensions of the molecular dynamics algorithm are Brownian Dynamics (BD) [6], also known as Langevin Dynamics,
and Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD) [7,8]. BD and DPD are implicit solvent methods commonly used in models of soft
matter and biomolecular systems [9]. BD and DPD enable longer simulation time-scales and larger systems to be studied by
abstracting the interaction between the bath of solvent molecules and the larger particles of interest. Simulating the ballistic
energy of the numerous solvent particles is replaced by a randomized coarse-grained force controlled by system temperature. Functionally, the interaction acts as a thermostat. BD and DPD are used to model polymers, proteins, nanoparticles, and
colloidal systems [10–14].
BD and DPD both require random numbers to be generated at a rate of kp per time step, where p is the number of particles in the system and k is a constant. In a serial environment, these random numbers are typically drawn from a single
stream of random numbers generated by a pseudo-random number generator (PRNG). Ignoring all issues of how the numbers generated would be delivered to or from the host CPU and GPU, using the test hardware of this paper, the GPU is capable
of generating more than 140 times as many random numbers per second as the CPU. In general, it is the most efﬁcient for
random numbers to be generated as close in the hardware to their intended usage as possible. In a SIMT parallel computing
environment where each particle calculation is assigned to a single short-lived thread, small batches of random numbers
must be distributed over thousands of threads and millions of kernel calls.
In this communication, we introduce a novel scheme for generating such widely distributed, small batches of random
numbers and then show how this scheme supports BD and DPD simulations. Our scheme, henceforth referred to as onePRNG-per-kernel-call-per-thread (pK-pT) uses a disposable PRNG to produce a micro-stream of random numbers in each
thread. The advantage of our scheme over other GPU PRNG schemes is that it does not use the GPU global memory and
can accommodate a wide range of PRNG numerical algorithms. We implement our scheme with the Saru PRNG package
[15] and the Tiny Encryption Algorithm, TEA [26,35]. Given statistically robust sub-algorithms, our scheme is statistically
robust, is moderately faster than other schemes for the BD thermostat, and enables a signiﬁcantly faster algorithm for the
DPD thermostat. The pK-pT scheme is currently used to implement BD and DPD in the HOOMD-blue GPU-accelerated MD
code package (http://codeblue.umich.edu/hoomd-blue/index.html).
In Section 2, we discuss prior work implementing PRNGs in parallel environments and introduce our pK-pT scheme.
In Section 3, we brieﬂy introduce how HOOMD-blue accelerates MD, the BD and DPD methods, and how each method
uses PRNG schemes. In Section 4, we introduce a particular implementation of the pK-pT scheme based on the Saru
PRNG and TEA, address how we validated our pK-pT scheme, and discuss two micro-benchmarks that we used to measure the performance of the pK-pT scheme against a one-PRNG-per-thread scheme. In Section 5, we provide concluding
remarks.

2. Pseudo-random number generation
Generating robust pseudo-random number streams on a CPU is a well-studied topic [16–18]. In general, most algorithm
design choices involve making a trade-off between the statistical robustness of the random number stream and the computational cost of generating the stream. Most trade-off discussions focus on the generation of the PRNG stream without much
consideration of how the stream is initialized. With the advent of massively parallel architectures, however, new questions
arise regarding how to handle random number generation and both of these considerations are important.

2.1. Parallel processor PRNG schemes
In prior work in multi-processor parallel computing environments, a commonly used scheme is the one-PRNG-per-processor scheme. In this scheme, each processor maintains a uniquely seeded and therefore independent random number
stream. For example, for MD methods that require random numbers, the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel
Simulator (LAMMPS) code package (http://lammps.sandia.gov) uses a Marsaglia PRNG [19] with a unique seed generated
for each processor. Alternatively, Matsumoto and Nishimura [20] proposed that rather than create independent seeds for
each instance of their Mersenne Twister PRNG, instead the processor id could be encoded into the characteristic polynomial
used to generate the random number stream.
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Another common scheme has been one-PRNG-for-all-processors [21]. Here, a leap-frogging or blocking method is used to
partition a single random number stream over many processors. This PRNG scheme is limited to using sufﬁciently robust
PRNGs that also have an efﬁcient method for advancing the state.
In a GPU SIMT environment, these methods, respectively, become one-PRNG-per-thread and one-PRNG-for-all-threads.
Multiple approaches have been considered for the generation of random numbers in different types of applications
[22–26]. Ref. [22] focuses on either generating a bank of random numbers written to global memory or for use with long
calculations executed over a single long kernel call. Langdon [23] proposes using a Parker–Miller PRNG, seeding each thread
with a master seed plus the thread number, and discarding the ﬁrst three random numbers generated. For a BD application,
Zhmurov et al. [24] proposes using a separate PRNG on the CPU to generate a sequence of random seeds used to initialize a
PRNG, such as Hybrid Tau or Ran2, in each thread. The drawback of these methods for BD is that the random stream of numbers is used over many very short kernel calls. The state of the PRNG associated with each thread is loaded from memory at
the beginning of the kernel call and stored to memory at the end of the kernel call. Per-thread resources, possibly even global
memory, may be exhausted when storing large PRNG state vectors, thus making their use in real applications impractical.
Ran2, for example, has a state size of 35 long integers (64-bits) or 280 bytes per thread, mandating either small thread blocks
or expensive repeated reads and writes to global memory [24]. The Marsaglia PRNG used by LAMMPS has an even larger
state size of 100 doubles and two integers per stream and, thus is also impractical for a one-PRNG-per-thread scheme. Nearly
all of the robust serial PRNGs also have huge state sizes, making them also unsuitable for a one-PRNG-per-thread scheme
[18].
For one-PRNG-for-all-threads schemes, either the PRNG must be computationally efﬁcient to advance or partition, or a
separate kernel must be called to periodically generate random numbers and ‘‘bank’’ them in global memory for later
use. As an example of a stream that can be shared amongst the threads, Zhmurov et al. [24] consider the use of a lagged Fibonacci algorithm. For this PRNG, each thread must still load and store state information, albeit storing far fewer total variables
than if this PRNG was used in a one-PRNG-per-thread scheme. Banking random numbers requires a data management
scheme in the simulation kernel for expending and refreshing the bank. Also, without a parallel implementation of the PRNG,
banking random numbers in global memory [22] will become a bottleneck in a massively parallel algorithm. And even if pregenerating such a bank had no computational cost, merely loading a random number into a thread takes more time than
generating it in the thread from state information.

2.2. One-PRNG-per-kernel-call-per-thread scheme, pK-pT
In the pK-pT scheme, instead of loading, modifying, and storing the PRNG state in global memory, we propose to create a
per-thread PRNG state by applying a hash-based PRNG to data unique to each thread and kernel call and then applying a
streaming PRNG to generate a micro-stream of random numbers. At the end of the thread lifetime, the PRNG state can be
discarded. In other words, the state of the PRNG is not stored in global memory.
A hash-based PRNG is a function that applies a sequence of integer operations to an input vector so as to generate a single
deterministic output that is effectively decorrelated from the input. In order to achieve a sufﬁcient degree of decorrelation, a
large number of operations are applied to the input. In comparison, most streaming PRNGs use few integer operations to
efﬁciently generate statistically random streams.
The usual purpose of a hash-based PRNG is for message encryption. A block of data is passed through a cryptographic
hash such as the Secure Hash Function, SHA, with variants SHA-0,-1, or -2, the Message Digest Function 5 (MD5), or the Tiny
Encryption Algorithm (TEA) and its extension XTEA, to generate encrypted text that cannot be decrypted without knowledge
of the key used. The demands on cryptographic hash functions are very similar to the demands of streaming PRNGs, as any
measurable patterns in the output makes the encryption vulnerable to attack.
Using a cryptographic hash alone to generate a small set of random numbers in a massively parallel GPU environment
was explored in references [25,26]. Tzeng and Wei [25] used MD5 as a random number generator on a GPU for graphics
applications and demonstrated that it produces a high quality set of random numbers. Subsequently, Zafar et al. [26] compared the use of TEA and XTEA against MD5 on a GPU as a random number generator and found that TEA and XTEA also
produce random number sets of comparable statistical quality with fewer computations. The limitation of using a hashbased PRNG alone is that the number of random numbers that can be generated in the thread is restricted to the size of
the algorithm output, unless the computationally-heavy hash-based PRNG is applied multiple times. By using the hashbased PRNG to create the state for a streaming PRNG, an arbitrary length micro-stream of quality random numbers can
be produced for reasonable computational effort.
As long as the micro-stream of random numbers for each calculation can be associated with a unique set of integers, a
hash-based PRNG can be applied once to the set to create a unique PRNG state for a micro-stream. Refs. [25,26], for
example, use lattice point coordinates as inputs. For a MD application, an example of a unique set of input integers is
(1) a global user chosen seed, (2) an integer that is incremented in each subsequent kernel call (e.g. the time step),
and (3) an integer unique to each micro-stream across a single kernel call (e.g. the thread index). Seeds (1), (2), and
(3) deﬁne each micro-stream uniquely over a set of simulations, sequence of time steps, and sequence of threads. No
memory bandwidth is spent accessing these three integers since seeds (1) and (2) are broadcast to all threads, and since
seed (3) uses data already available in the thread.
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This scheme takes advantage of the massive parallelism of a GPU, whereby the long memory latencies can be hidden by
arithmetic instructions performed in other concurrently running threads. An ideal ratio of arithmetic to global memory
accesses enables full utilization of both the memory bandwidth and instruction throughput [3]. While the ideal ratio is
device dependent, the value for one speciﬁc GPU, the NVIDIA Tesla C2050, is 27.8 instructions per 32 bits loaded. In a
simulation large enough that the streaming multiprocessors are sufﬁciently occupied, a hash-based PRNG that requires
28 instructions to initialize the state vector for a streaming PRNG can be just as computationally efﬁcient as a one-PRNGper-thread scheme that loads a small 32-bit state.
Also, as the computational throughput in GPU devices is currently increasing faster than the memory bandwidth, trading
loads and store for computations is likely to remain a winning strategy. For a kernel that is memory bound without considering
the generation of random numbers, the pK-pT scheme will generally outperform any scheme requiring memory accesses.
3. SIMT Molecular Dynamics, Brownian Dynamics, and Dissipative Particle Dynamics
In molecular dynamics (MD) algorithms, the trajectory of a system of particles is generated by solving Newton’s equations
of motion repeatedly for suitably small time steps. HOOMD-blue, which implements all computations on the GPU, realizes a
classical MD algorithm by employing a velocity Verlet integration scheme. The calculation and summation of short-range
forces between pairs of particles is reduced to an H(N) calculation by using cell lists and neighbor lists. A given particle’s
neighbor list contains the indices of all particles within interaction range of that particle. The net pair-wise force acting
on a particle can be determined by consulting only those particles in that particle’s neighbor list.
In HOOMD-blue, the basic kernels deployed over a single time step are (1) a ﬁrst update of the position and velocity of the
particles (2) the calculation and summation of the forces on each particle, and (3) a second update of the velocity of the particles. When needed (typically every 9 time steps), (4) the cell list for the system is recalculated and (5) the neighbor list for
each particle is built. All the kernels are handled by assigning a thread to each particle [5] (http://codeblue.umich.edu/hoomd-blue/index.html).
One signiﬁcant difference between SIMT MD algorithms and a streaming serial MD algorithm is how the pair-wise force
summation is handled. On the CPU, the calculation and summation of pair-wise forces is generally made more efﬁcient by
calculating the force only once per particle pair [9]. If particle A and particle B interact, the interaction force can be calculated
while looping over the neighbors of particle A, and then the equal and opposite force acting on particle B can be written to a
globally stored force array. In contrast, most massively parallel molecular dynamics algorithms that employ one thread per
particle have each thread calculate all the forces acting on a given particle [5,27–30], with the exception of Refs. [31,32]. This
doubles the number of non-bonded force computations, but converts a gather-scatter memory access pattern to a simple
gather memory access pattern [33] leading to an overall faster algorithm.
3.1. Brownian Dynamics
The BD thermostat models the solvent-colloidal particle interaction by applying a Langevin force [6,9]. In BD, a temperature dependent random force and a drag force proportional to the particle velocity is applied to each particle at each time
step of the simulation. The force F applied to each spatial component of particle i is

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ 2kB T c
F i ¼ cv i þ Ri 3
Dt

ð1Þ

where c is a coupling constant, T is the temperature of the solvent, Dt is the time step size, vi is the velocity of the particle, kB
is the Boltzmann constant, and Ri is a random number uniformly distributed in the range [1, 1]. To compute this force for a
given particle, three random numbers (one for each x, y, and z component) and the velocity of the particle are required. We
choose to incorporate the force calculation into the second update of the velocity of the particles, kernel (3).
The one-PRNG-per-thread, -for-N-threads, and -for-all-thread schemes are all suitable for generating the single microstream of three random numbers required per particle per time step. Algorithm 1 provides a description of a BD kernel using
a one-PRNG-per-thread scheme.
To use the pK-pT scheme for BD, the hash-based PRNG is applied to (1) a global seed, (2) the time step of the simulation,
and (3) the particle index (i.e. the thread index) to generate an initialized state vector for the streaming PRNG. The PRNG
state data is created and discarded inside the thread, and therefore does not need to access global memory. Algorithm 2 provides a description of a BD kernel using a pK-pT scheme.
3.2. Dissipative Particle Dynamics
The net sum of all the Langevin forces applied to a system for the BD thermostat is not zero because the random forces are
not computed pairwise, so momentum is not conserved and therefore hydrodynamic behavior is not preserved (without the
introduction of interaction tensors [34]). In contrast, the DPD thermostat method models the solvent-colloidal particle or
bead interaction by applying the Langevin force to all pairs of interacting particles. Equal and opposite random and drag
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forces are applied to particle pairs, so the momentum is conserved both locally and system-wide. The force F applied to a pair
of particles i and j in DPD, where rij < rinteraction is

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ 2kb T c
F ij ¼ F c ðrij Þ  c½xðrij Þ2 ð~
v ij  ^rij Þ  Rij xðrij Þ 3
Dt
where Fc is a conservative force, c is a coupling constant, T is the temperature of the solvent, dt is the time step size, ~
v ij is a
velocity difference vector ~
v ij ¼ ~
vi  ~
v j ; ^rij is a unit vector ^rij ¼ ð~ri  ~rj Þ=j~ri  ~rj j; xðrij Þ is a function of the distance between
particle i and j, and Rij is a random number uniformly distributed in the range [1, 1]. A single random number is required
for each pair-wise applied Langevin force between interacting particles. Depending on the density of the system and the
interaction radius, this may require generating 50–100 random numbers per particle.
While the DPD algorithm effectively applies a pair-wise force to the system of particles, that force cannot be simply
incorporated into the existing pair-wise force summation kernel (2) using a one-PRNG-per-thread, per-N-threads, or forall-threads scheme. In kernel (2), the same random force must be applied in both threads that compute the ij interaction.
This implies that either some model of communication between threads, some method of two threads (and only those
two threads) loading the same random number from a bank, or for this algorithm and only this step, a separate
ﬁne-grained decomposition based on one-thread-per-force calculation, with all the accompanying data structures, must
be implemented. The ﬁrst option, modifying kernel (2) to include a scatter communication using atomic operations to
write to a global force array, is the simplest. This communication signiﬁcantly slows the kernel execution time, as
shown by our later benchmarks. Algorithm 3 provides a description of such a DPD kernel using a one-PRNG-per-thread
scheme.
The DPD pair-wise force can be simply incorporated into the existing pair-wise force summation kernel (2) if using the
pK-pT scheme. The pK-pT scheme enables two threads to generate the same random number, and thus the same stochastic
force, without requiring coordination between the threads. To use the pK-pT scheme for DPD, the hash-based PRNG is applied
to (1) a global seed, (2) the time step of the simulation, and (3) the index of the ﬁrst (4) and second particle in the interaction.
This generates an initialized state vector for the streaming PRNG that is the same in both threads. Algorithm 4 provides a
description of a DPD kernel using a pK-pT scheme.
Algorithm 1: One-PRNG-per-thread (Brownian Dynamics)
if tid 6 nparticles then
load RNGstate
d_RNGstate[tid]
load v
d_velocity[tid]
load f
d_force[tid]
Rx
callRNG()
Ry
callRNG()
Rz
callRNG()
f = f + F(v, Rx, Ry, Rz)
v = update_velocity(v, f)
store d_RNGstate[tid]
RNGstate
store d_velocity[tid]
v
store d_force[tid]
f
end if
Algorithm 2: One-PRNG-per-kernel-call-per-thread (Brownian Dynamics)
Require: timestep, seed are broadcast
if tid 6 nparticles then
load v
d_velocity[tid]
load f
d_force[tid]
RNGstate
hashRNG(timestep,seed,tid)
Rx
callRNG()
Ry
callRNG()
Rz
callRNG()
f = f + F(v, Rx, Ry, Rz)
v = update_velocity(v, f)
store d_velocity[tid]
v
store d_force[tid]
f
end if
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Algorithm 3: One-PRNG-per-thread (Dissipative Particle Dynamics)
if tid 6 nparticles then
load v
d_velocity[tid]
load x
d_position[tid]
load nlist_length
d_nlist_length[tid]
fnet
0
load RNGstate
d_RNGstate[tid]
for i < nlist_length do
load nid
d_nlist[tid,i]
load vneigh
d_velocity[nid]
load xneigh
d_position[nid]
R
callRNG()
ftid,nid = F(v, x, vneigh, xneigh, R)
fnet
fnet + ftid,nid
atomic force[nid]
force[nid]  ftid,nid
end for
atomic force[tid]
force[tid] + fnet
store d_RNGstate[tid]
RNGstate
end if

Algorithm 4: One-PRNG-per-kernel-call-per-thread (Dissipative Particle Dynamics)
Require: timestep, seed are broadcast
if tid 6 nparticles then
load v
d_velocity[tid]
load x
d_position[tid]
load f
d_force[tid]
load nlist_length
d_nlist_length[tid]
for i < nlist_length do
load nid
d_nlist[tid,i]
load vneigh
d_velocity[nid]
load xneigh
d_position[nid]
RNGstate
hashRNG(timestep, seed, tid, nid)
R
callRNG()
ftid,nid = F(v,x,vneigh,xneigh,R)
f
f + ftid,nid
end for
store force[tid]
f
end if

4. Validation
4.1. SaruSaru and SaruTEA PRNG
For performance testing the pK-pT scheme we considered two combinations of a hash-based and streaming PRNG. The
PRNG package Saru [15]contains both a hash-based and streaming PRNG. The streaming PRNG of Saru was used in conjunction with its native hash-based PRNGs and with an implementation of TEA with eight rounds (TEA8) as recommended by
reference [26]. These two combinations will be referred to as SaruSaru and SaruTEA, respectively.
Streaming PRNGs are tested for statistical randomness by applying a large set of theoretical and practical tests to its output stream. Hash-based PRNG can be tested by applying the same tests to concatenations of their outputs while systematically varying the inputs. TestU01 is a software library offering a collection of utilities for the empirical statistical testing of
uniform random number generator [18] (other test batteries include DIEHARD, NIST, Rabbit, and Gorilla). Each independent
PRNG component we considered has been tested and found statistically robust.
Saru provides a choice of three hash-based PRNGs, able to transform one, two or three seeds (s1, s2, s3) into a two integer
state for its streaming random number generator, using bitwise xor, multiplication, addition, bit shifting, and type conversion, via 12, 30, and 45 issued instructions, respectively. The hash-based PRNG for Saru was tested successfully by its author
against TestU01’s Crush [18,15]. The streaming PRNG in Saru has a state of two 32-bit words, and it uses a linear congruential
generator (LCG) and an Offset Weyl Sequence (OWS) to advance the two words. Saru mixes the words and further transforms
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the output by xors and a multiply. This streaming PRNG has a period of 3666320093  232  263.77 and requires 13 issued
instructions to advance the state and generate an output. The streaming PRNG for Saru was tested successfully by its author
against DIEHARD, Rabbit, Gorilla, and TestU01’s SmallCrush, Crush, and BigCrush [18,15].
The Tiny Encryption Algorithm [35], TEA, has a 64-bit input and uses a 128 bit key to generate a 64 bit output. Each round,
or unit set of integer and bitwise operations, of TEA uses bitwise xor, multiplication, addition, and bit shifting to mix the
input with the key. Each round of TEA involves 17 issued instructions, for a total of 136 issued instructions for TEA8. In
Ref. [26], eight rounds were sufﬁcient to produce high quality random numbers when tested against NIST and DIEHARD.
As TEA was designed to minimize memory footprint while maximizing speed, it is particularly ideal for GPU applications.
The hash-based PRNGs are seeded as follow. For the Saru hash-based PRNG, we premix certain inputs so as to reduce three
(or four) unique integers to two (or three) integers and then used the two (or three) input hash-based PRNG. For both BD
and DPD, the global seed, gs, provided by user is hashed once by gs = gs  0x12345677 + 0x12345; gs = gs ^ (gs  16);
gs = gs  0x45679. This hash is performed as a precaution as users tend to use a very restricted set of seeds. For BD, seed s1
is set to the particle index. Then we add the time step and the global seed to generate s2. For DPD, s1 is set to the smaller particle index, and s2 is set to the larger particle index, then we again add the hashed global seed and the time step to generate s3.
For the TEA8 hash-based PRNG, we use the key provided by reference [26], or {k1 = 0xA341316C, k2 = 0xC8013EA4,
k3 = 0xAD90777D, k4 = 0x7E95761E}. For BD, the two inputs are set to the particle id and the time step. The ﬁrst part of
the key, k1 is then set to the hashed global seed. For DPD, the two inputs are set to the smaller and larger particle index,
in that order, and the ﬁrst and second part of the key are set to the time step and hashed global seed. Using parts of the
key for the extra inputs allows a single application of TEA8 to be used rather than using a nested hash function which requires further iterations of TEA8.
Both the Saru hash-based PRNG and TEA8 output two 32-bit words. The state of the Saru streaming PRNG is simply set to
the output.
Even if the hash-based PRNG and the streaming PRNG are individually statistically robust, we must also validate statistical randomness between multiple streams generated by this scheme. This is effectively a validation of the hash-based seeding of the PRNG, insuring that different, highly correlated seed values do not generate correlations. This is also a validation
that the streaming PRNG does not inadvertently undo the mixing of the hash-based PRNG. It is also important to test PRNG
streams in a manner that reﬂects their use. The PRNG output used by a massively parallel simulation might best be visualized as a matrix. Each column represents the PRNG stream of a single thread over sequential kernel calls. Each row represents the PRNG values generated over a single time step. We want to analyze the randomness of this matrix both across
the rows and across the columns. In practice, this matrix of values could be considered not just 2D, but 3D or 4D since
the seeding values themselves are multidimensional. PRNGs in parallel environments should be sliced and concatenated into
an appropriate single stream for testing. The same tool set can be applied to streams formed by reading through the matrix
by different paths.
The two implementations used for the pK-pT scheme were tested in three ways. First, we assumed 16,000 particles and
generated micro-streams of three random numbers per particle. The micro-streams of all the particles were concatenated
and then concatenated again over subsequent time steps in order to test for whole system correlations. Second, we concatenated the micro-streams for a single particle over many time steps to test for correlations in the stochastic force that may be
applied to a single particle. Third, to model the DPD stream, we assumed that a single particle was interacting with the same
50 particles for all time, and concatenated those random numbers over time. We applied the TestU01 SmallCrush, Crush, and
BigCrush to each stream, generating a net total of 319 test statistics and p-values per stream. All three of these stream types
passed the TestU01 SmallCrush, Crush, and BigCrush test batteries, with only spurious non-systemic failures of a few subtests for some seed values, a failure rate in the range of the expected number of failures for TestU01.

4.2. Benchmarks
To test the performance of the pK-pT scheme we used micro-benchmarks that emulate the kernels of the MD code [5]
(http://codeblue.umich.edu/hoomd-blue/index.html). We compared the performance of the pK-pT scheme against a onePRNG-per-thread (pT) scheme, where the small state (two 32-bit unsigned integers) of the Saru streaming PRNG is
loaded and stored during each kernel call. The pT scheme used represents a best case memory access pattern relative
to the per-thread, per-N-threads, or for-all-threads schemes. We also compared the pK-pT scheme using SaruSaru and
SaruTEA to a pT scheme using the XORWOW PRNG provided in the recently released CURAND library, available in the
CUDA™ 3.2 toolkit. As the current seeding method provided in the CURAND library for XORWOW is very slow (requiring
 50 times longer than what is needed to load and store the state), a pK-pT scheme with the XORWOW PRNG was not
considered.
All benchmarks were performed on a custom built workstation with an AMD Athlon™ II X4 630 CPU operating at
2.8 GHz on a mainboard with the nForce 980a chipset, 4 GB of DDR3 RAM operating at 1333 MHz, and an NVIDIAÒ GeForceÒ GTX 480 operating at stock settings with a processor clock of 1401 MHz and a memory clock of 1848 MHz. The
system runs an x86_64 installation of CentOS 5.5, the CUDA toolkit version 3.2.9 and corresponding GPU device driver
260.24. The GTX 480 is the latest ‘‘Fermi’’ architecture which is the ﬁrst generation of NVIDIA GPUs to include atomic
operations for ﬂoats, enabling Algorithm 3.
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Fig. 1. For a Brownian Dynamics micro-benchmark, a one-PRNG-per-thread, pT, scheme using the Saru and XORWOW streaming PRNG, is compared to a
one-PRNG-per-kernel-per-thread, pK-pT, scheme using SaruSaru and SaruTEA combined PRNGs.

4.2.1. Brownian Dynamics
For the BD micro-benchmark kernel, (Algorithms 1 and 2), the current force and velocity vectors for a particle are retrieved from memory, the Langevin force is calculated and added to the force vector, the velocity of the particle is updated,
and both the force and velocity vector are written back to memory. This minimal kernel requires 48 bytes of memory transfer in each thread (presuming the force and velocity vector are both three 32-bit ﬂoats). Retrieving and storing the state of
the Saru streaming PRNG and XORWOW PRNG requires an additional 16 bytes and 80 bytes, respectively, of memory transfer.
The threads are synchronized at the end of each kernel call and the kernel is called a thousand times to average out statistical
variation.
The SaruSaru and SaruTEA pK-pT scheme reduces the memory access by 25% relative to the Saru pT scheme. In Fig. 1, the
average time spent per kernel invocation is shown for systems of 10,000 to 100,000 particles. The SaruSaru and SaruTEApK-pT
scheme out-performs the pT scheme over the entire range. For systems of 100,000 particles, the SaruSaru pK-pT scheme is
16% faster than the Saru pT scheme. The SaruTEA scheme, with its three times larger hash-based PRNG, is only 7% faster than
the Saru pT scheme. In contrast, the XORWOW PRNG in a pT scheme is three times slower than the Saru PRNG pT scheme due
to loading and storing the larger PRNG state.
4.2.2. Dissipative Particle Dynamics
For the DPD micro-benchmark, the DPD thermostat is applied to each particle as in a MD force summation kernel [5], as
described in Algorithms 3 and 4. Each thread loads its particle’s neighbor list one entry at time. The position and velocity of
each neighbor is then loaded via texture reads, and the pair-wise Langevin forces are computed. For this benchmark, the conservative force is not computed. The threads are synchronized at the end of each kernel call and the kernel is called a thousand times to average out statistical variation.
For the pT scheme, the current velocity and position is loaded at the beginning of the kernel, and a half-neighbor-list is
used. Half-neighbor-lists are neighbor-lists where, if particles i and j are neighbors, particle i is in particle j’s neighbor-list or
vice-versa, but not both. Floating point atomic adds are used for all writes to the force array in global memory and are bundled load-add-store operations. The PRNG state is loaded at the beginning of the kernel, a single stream is used during the
kernel, and the PRNG state is stored at the end of the kernel. The total average memory transfer per thread is 72 bytes + (N/
2) ⁄ 60 bytes, where N is the number of neighbors per particle.1
For the pK-pT scheme, the current velocity, position, and force of the particle is loaded at the beginning of the kernel call
and a full neighbor-list is used for each particle. Full neighbor-lists are neighbor lists where, if particles i and j are neighbors,
particle i is in particle j’s neighbor list, and vice versa. The PRNG is continually re-seeded for each pair as described above. At
the end of each kernel call, the net force on the particle is written to global memory. The total memory transfer of each
thread is 56 bytes + N ⁄ 36 bytes, where N is the number of neighbors per particle.
In simulations of diffusive particles, after a certain amount of time there is no correlation between the indices of nearby
particles. HOOMD-blue solves this by periodically reorganizing particle data so that nearby particles are likely to have nearby
indices [5]. Therefore, two topologies of neighbor list were constructed to bound the possible neighbor lists. In one case, particles are assumed to only interact with neighbors with nearby indices (±N/2). In the other case, the neighbor list was randomly constructed. In both cases the half-neighbor list was constructed so that each particle is assigned roughly (or for the
case of sequential neighbors, exactly) the same number of neighbor calculations to balance the load of work among threads.
The two types of neighbor lists lead to signiﬁcantly different patterns of cache use and data collisions in global memory accessed by the computation kernel. The number of neighbors, N, was set to 50.
1

velocities and positions accessed by texture reads and therefore are ﬂoat4’s.
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Fig. 2. For a Dissipative Particle Dynamics micro-benchmark, a one-PRNG-per-thread, pT, scheme using the Saru and XORWOW streaming PRNG, is
compared to a one-PRNG-per-kernel-per-thread, pK-pT, scheme using SaruSaru and SaruTEA combined PRNGs. Two types of neighbor lists, with different
topologies and therefore different patterns of memory usage, are shown to bound actual simulation performance.

Fig. 3. Pictured is the full benchmark system for the DPD simulation method, an A3B7 block copolymer system of 2400 polymers (24,000 particles) selfassembled into the hexagonally packed cylinder phase. Details on this system can be found in Ref. [36,37].
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Fig. 4. Benchmarks comparing HOOMD-blue to LAMMPS, a parallelized CPU molecular dynamics code package, for the DPD benchmark system of Fig. 3.
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The pT scheme, which uses both a gather and scatter memory access pattern, has 15% fewer memory transfers than the
pK-pT scheme, which only uses a gather memory access pattern. This is because the pT scheme uses half-neighbor lists. However, a quarter of the memory transfers for the pT scheme are signiﬁcantly slower atomic operations.
In Fig. 2, the average time spent per kernel invocation of this micro-benchmark is shown for systems of 10,000 to 100,000
particles. The SaruSaru and SaruTEA pK-pT scheme out-performs the pT scheme over the entire range. For nearby neighbors,
the SaruSaru pK-pT scheme is 3 to 4 times faster than the pT scheme. For randomly dispersed neighbors, the SaruSaru pK-pT
scheme is 2 to 7 times faster than the pT scheme. The SaruTEA pK-pT is 60–70% slower than the SaruSaru pK-pT scheme for
nearby neighbors, but performs equivalently for randomly dispersed neighbors. In effect, the inefﬁcient memory operations
necessary to load data for randomly dispersed particles interleave with arithmetic operations on the GPU multiprocessor so
as to completely hide the larger TEA8 hash-based PRNG.
Unlike the BD kernel, the time to load and store the PRNG state is negligible relative to the length of the kernel. Thus, the
performance difference of the kernels using the pT scheme and the Saru or XORWOW PRNG is indistinguishable.
5. Conclusions
In this communication, we introduce a one-PRNG-per-kernel-per-thread scheme, which allows the generation of millions
of micro-streams of random numbers in a SIMT massively parallel computing environment without having to load and store
a PRNG state vector in each thread. This scheme is currently used in HOOMD-blue to support BD and DPD simulations. The
one-PRNG-per-kernel-per-thread scheme uniquely supports DPD simulations without changing the one-thread-per-particle
ﬁne grained parallelism used for the MD algorithm or requiring communication and coordination between threads via atomic operations. By eliminating the need to load and store PRNG state information in the kernel, the one-PRNG-per-kernel-callper-thread scheme is moderately faster than other schemes for calculating small batches of random numbers in the BD algorithm. By eliminating the need to communicate and coordinate between threads, the one-PRNG-per-kernel-per-thread
scheme is 2-7 times faster than a one-PRNG-per-thread scheme for the DPD thermostat.
The one-PRNG-per-kernel-per-thread scheme utilizes both a hash-based and a streaming PRNG in each kernel call. While
for our simulation software package we chose the SaruSaru PRNG, which has both PRNG functionalities, the components of
the PRNG scheme can be changed to meet the needs of the application. Replacing the Saru hash-based PRNG with TEA8, for
example, is a reasonable alternative that more naturally handles up to six unique inputs. Replacing the streaming PRNG with
a one that has a longer period may also be more suitable for some applications. This PRNG scheme also allows for a mix of
different types of PRNGs to be used in a massively parallel application if desired.
To our knowledge, HOOMD-blue is the only GPU MD code package that can perform Dissipative Particle Dynamics simulations. An example of a full DPD benchmark simulation comparing GPU and parallelized CPU performance is shown in Figs.
3 and 4. Fig. 3 shows a block copolymer system of 2400 A3B7 polymers (24,000 particles) that have self-assembled into the
hexagonally packed cylinder phase [36,37] simulated using the DPD method. In Fig. 4, we compare the performance, measured in time steps per second, of HOOMD-blue and a optimized parallel multiprocessor (CPU) MD code package LAMMPS
(http://lammps.sandia.gov) in simulating this system. The GPU code run on a single NVIDIA GTX 480 is signiﬁcantly faster
than the CPU code parallelized over 64 cores. By enabling BD and DPD to be performed in HOOMD-blue, a broad range of
mesoscale coarse-grained simulations can now be accelerated in a massively parallel architecture, thus also accelerating
the understanding of soft matter and biomolecular systems and discovery of new materials.
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